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ARTICLE __
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH SERIES
A.

B.

DEFINITION
1.

Appointees in this series must have earned a doctorate or its
equivalent. The Chancellor, or their designee, may grant an
exception to this requirement. Titles in the Professional Research
series are assigned to those appointees who engage in
independent research equivalent to that required for the Professor
series and not for appointees whose duties are limited to making
significant and creative contributions to a research project or to
providing technical assistance to a research activity. Appointees
with Professional Research titles do not have teaching
responsibilities.

2.

Appointees can, with campus approval, be Principal Investigators
and have the major responsibility and leadership for their research
programs. The ability to secure independent funding does not
automatically qualify individuals for appointment to the
Professional Research series. Appointments in this series may
also be made to individuals who are not Principal Investigators, if
they meet the research qualifications and demonstrate the
accomplishment and the independence of research equivalent to
that required for the Professorial ranks.

RANKS AND STEPS
1.

General Conditions
a.

The following ranks and steps apply to the Professional
Researcher series:
i.
ii.
iii.

b.

Assistant Professional Researcher, I-VI
Associate Professional Researcher, I-V
Professional Researcher (for purposes of this Article,
referred to as “Full”), I-IX
At the Berkeley and Davis campuses only, each step has a
corresponding half-step (e.g., Full Professional Researcher
Step I, I.5, II, II.5, etc.). Provisions in this section pertaining
to normative time at each step and to overlapping steps also
applies to the applicable half-steps at the Berkeley and Davis
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campuses.
2.

Normative Time at Each Step
The normal time at each step within the Assistant and Associate
rank is 2 years, except for steps IV and V of the Associate rank,
which is 3 years. Within the Full Professional Researcher rank,
normal time at Steps I-IV is 3 years. Time at Full Professional
Researcher Step V and above may be for an indefinite time.

3.

C.

Overlapping Steps
a.

Assistant Step V and Associate Step I are overlapping
steps. Assistant Step VI and Associate Step II are
overlapping steps. Associate Step IV and Full Step I are
overlapping steps. Associate Step V and Full Step II are
overlapping steps. Time at the lower ranked step in a pair of
overlapping steps may be in lieu of time at the higher
ranked step in the same pair.

b.

When time at an Assistant ranked step in a pair of
overlapping steps is followed by time at the Associate
ranked step in the same pair, the combined time at both
steps may be two years. When time at an Associate ranked
step in a pair of overlapping steps is followed by time at the
Full ranked Step in the same pair, the combined time at
both steps may be three years.

c.

Locations may, in accordance with local campus practices,
limit the use of Assistant rank, Steps V and VI and
Associate rank, Steps IV and V.

TERM OF APPOINTMENT
1.

An appointment in the Professional Research series shall have a
specified ending date and appointment percentage, and the
appointment shall terminate on the specified ending date without
any further action.

2.

Service as a 50% or more Assistant Professional Researcher is
limited to eight years of service (with the 8th year being the
terminal year). Six months or more of service at 50% or more
within any fiscal year as an Assistant Researcher counts towards
the eight year limit.
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D.

MERIT AND PROMOTION REVIEW PROCESS
1.

2.

3.

General Conditions
a.

When Professional Researchers are eligible for merit
increases and promotions, such increases and promotions
are based on research qualifications and
accomplishments equivalent to those for the Professor
series; professional competence and activity equivalent to
those for the Professor series; and University and/or public
service. Merit increases and promotions are not automatic.

b.

The effective date of merit increases and promotions as a
result of the review process will normally be July 1.

c.

Consistent with this Agreement, decisions to grant
or not grant a merit increase or promotion to individual
Professional Researchers are at the sole discretion of the
University. In the event a Professional Researcher is
not awarded a merit increase or promotion following a
review, the University shall include an explanation for its
decision that shall accompany the review determination.

Review Period
a.

Assistant Professional Researchers at all steps and
Associate Professional Researchers, up to Step III, shall be
reviewed every two years.

b.

Associate Professional Researchers at Steps IV and V, and
Full Professional Researchers at Steps I-IV, shall be
reviewed every three years.

c.

Full Professional Researchers at Steps V and above shall
be reviewed at least every five years, in accordance with
local procedures.

d.

Professional Researchers may request to defer their
review, in accordance with local procedures. However,
every Professional Researcher must be reviewed at least
every five years.

Evaluation Criteria
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a.

A Professional Researcher under review for merit increase
or promotion in this series shall be evaluated on the basis
of the following criteria:
i.

Research and Creative Work
a)

Evidence of a productive and creative mind
should be sought in the Professional
Researcher’s published research or
recognized artistic production in original
architectural or engineering designs, or the
like;

b)

Publications in research and other creative
accomplishment should be evaluated, not
merely enumerated. There should be
evidence that the Professional Researcher is
continuously and effectively engaged in
creative activity of high quality and
significance. Work in progress should be
assessed whenever possible. When
published work in joint authorship (or other
product of joint effort) is presented as
evidence, it is the responsibility of the
department chair or equivalent to establish as
clearly as possible the role of the Professional
Researcher in the joint effort. It should be
recognized that special cases of collaboration
occur in the performing arts and that the
contribution of a particular collaborator may
not be readily discernible by those viewing the
finished work. When the Professional
Researcher is such a collaborator, it is the
responsibility of the department chair or
equivalent to make a separate evaluation of
the Professional Researcher’s contribution
and to provide outside opinions based on
observation of the work while in progress.
Account should be taken of the type and
quality of creative activity normally expected
in the Professional Researcher’s field.
Appraisals of publications or other works in
the scholarly and critical literature provide
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important testimony. Due consideration
should be given to variations among fields
and specialties and to new genres and fields
of inquiry;

ii.

c)

Textbooks, reports, circulars, and similar
publications normally are considered evidence
of public service. However, contributions by
Professional Researchers to the professional
literature or to the advancement of
professional practice or professional
education, including contributions to the
advancement of equitable access and
diversity in education, should be judged
creative work when they present new ideas or
original scholarly research; and

d)

In certain fields such as art, architecture,
dance, music, literature, and drama,
distinguished creation should receive
consideration equivalent to that accorded to
distinction attained in research. In evaluating
artistic creativity, an attempt should be made
to define the Professional Researcher’s merit
in the light of such criteria as originality,
scope, richness, and depth of creative
expression. It should be recognized that in
music, drama, and dance, distinguished
performance, including conducting and
directing, is evidence of a Professional
Researcher’s creativity.

Professional competence and activity; and
a)

The Professional Researcher’s professional
activities should be scrutinized for evidence of
achievement and leadership in the field and of
demonstrated progressiveness in the
development or utilization of new approaches
and techniques for the solution of professional
problems, including those that specifically
address the professional advancement of
individuals in underrepresented groups in the
Professional Researcher’s field. It is the
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responsibility of the department chair or
equivalent to provide evidence that the
position in question is of the type described
above and that the Professional Researcher is
qualified to fill it.
b)

iii.

In certain positions in the professional schools
and colleges, such as architecture, business
administration, dentistry, engineering, law,
medicine, etc., a demonstrated distinction in
the special competencies appropriate to the
field and its characteristic activities should be
recognized as a criterion for advancement .

University and/or public service at the Associate
Researcher and Full Researcher ranks.
a)

b)

Services by Professional Researchers to the
University, community, state, and nation, both
in their special capacities as scholars and in
areas beyond those special capacities when
the work done is at a sufficiently high level
and of sufficiently high quality, should likewise
be recognized as evidence for advancement .
Assistant Professional Researchers are not
required to participate in service activities.

b.

In accordance with existing campus practices, a campus
may require a career review at Full Step VI. This
advancement involves an overall career review and will be
granted on evidence of sustained and continuing excellence
in scholarship or creative achievement. Above and beyond
that, great academic distinction, recognized nationally or
internationally, will be required in scholarly or creative
achievement. Advancements to Full Steps VII through IX
will only be granted on evidence of continuing achievement
at the level required for advancement to Step VI.

c.

Advancement to above-scale involves an overall career
review and is reserved only for the most highly
distinguished researchers whose work of sustained and
continuing excellence has attained national and
international recognition and broad acclaim reflective of its
significant impact. While advancement will not occur after
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less than four years at Step IX, mere length of service and
continued good performance at Step IX is not justification
for further salary advancement. There must be
demonstration of additional merit and distinction beyond the
performance on which advancement to Step IX was based.
d.

4.

A further merit increase in salary for a Full Professional
Researcher already serving at an above-scale salary level
must be justified by new evidence of merit and distinction.
Continued good service is not an adequate justification.
Intervals between such salary increases may be indefinite,
and only in the most superior cases where there is strong
and compelling evidence will increases at intervals shorter
than four years be approved.

Merit and Promotion Guidelines and Procedures
a.

The UAW shall be provided the applicable campus merit
and promotion guidelines and procedures as they exist or
as they are developed.

b.

The University may change campus merit and promotion
guidelines and procedures according to the normal
campus processes for revising such guidelines and
procedures.
i.

The University shall provide to the UAW proposed
changes to campus merit and promotion guidelines
and procedures at least thirty (30) calendar days
prior to finalization. The University will begin to apply
changed guidelines and procedures to individual
Professional Researchers only with the beginning of
the Professional Researchers merit review cycle.

E. GRIEVABILITY AND ARBITRABILITY
Academic judgment is not subject to grievance or arbitral review. As such,
an arbitrator shall not have the authority to substitute their judgment for the
University’s judgment regarding the Professional Researcher’s performance
or qualification, nor shall the arbitrator have the authority to order the
University to provide a merit increase or promotion. If the arbitrator finds a
procedural violation, the arbitrator’s authority shall be limited solely to
ordering the University to repeat the review from the point at which the
violation occurred.

